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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the system 
.f = -xf(x), 
j = -J%(x), 
(1.1) 
f,g:U+R,OdJ=tJcR, f, g E c”J-(o)> g(O) > 0. 
This is a positional system which is never conservative but in the only 
trivial case where g is constant. 
Sincef(0) > 0, then the origin x = 0, x = 0 is a center for 2 = - xf(x), i.e., 
3X0 such that, for all x,,, with 0 < x0 < X,, the solution x(t; x0) of this equa- 
tion, with x(0; x0) = x0 and 1(0; x0) = 0, is r(x,)-periodic and even. 
It is well known that t E C2 and $x0) + 27c/m as x0 --, O+. 
Plug x(t; x0) in j = -yg(x), to obtain 
ji = -YMG x0)), (1.2) 
a family of Hill’s equations (indexed by x0). 
Note that if cp(t; x,,) satisfies (1.2) then cp( - t; x0) does too (symmetric 
case). 
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Let y, (t; x0) and y, (t; x0) be the solutions of (1.2) respectively with 
y,(O;xo)= 1, i1(O;xo)=O 
Y,(o;xo)=o, j*(O;xo)= 1. 
(1.3) 
Observe that y, is even while y, is odd and that yllj2-y2jl = 1. 
Let us call x,-section the Hill’s equation (1.2) corresponding to the value 
x0. 
By the Floquet’s theory (see [2]), related to the symmetric ase, we have 
jz(r(xo); x0) =y, (7(x0); x0) and also the following results about the 
stability, of the origin y = 0, i = 0, for the x,-section: 
a . Y:(T(x~); x0)> 1 = strong instability, i.e., almost all solutions 
are unbounded. 
b . vf (r(xo); x0) < 1 Z- stability. 
c l y:(z(xo); x0) = 1 and y,(r(xO); x0) =jl ($x0); x0) =O=+stability 
(co-existence cases). 
d . y~(r(xo);xo)= 1 and ~~(r(xo);xo)+j~(r(xo);xo)~O~strong 
instability. 
The following proposition is easy to prove: 
If there exists a sequence x0, -+ 0 + such that, for each i, the origin of the 
x0,-section is strongly unstable (a . andd l cases), then x=0, c?=0, y=O, 
j = 0 is an unstable equilibrium for ( 1.1). 
Let us introduce the following function: 
I: [O; x0 [-+ w, (1.4) 
i 
$1 (T.(xo); Xo) - 
Y2(7@0); Xo) if Y,(Tb,); xo)ZO, 
4x0) = dxo) if y2(Th); Xo)=o=pl(T(Xo); xo), 
t +oO if Y~(~(~o);~o)=~~~~~(~(~o);~o). 
Observe that Z(0) = g(0). 
By the aforementioned proposition, if there exists a sequence x0, -+ 0 + 
such that /(x0,) d 0 or /(x0,) = + co, then the origin is unstable. So, we have 
the following 
Property. For the stability of the origin, it is necessary that there exists 
6, 0<6<X,, such that Vxo, O~xo<6~O<l(xo)< +oo. 
We will prove, in Section 5, the following 
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THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of the 
solution x=0, y=O, f=O, j=O of (1.1) is 
l&-l+ Z(x,)>O and 
-;- 
hm Z(x,)< +cc 
X-+0 x+0+ 
The proof will be done through a first integral for the system (l.l), which 
we will construct, namely 
see (3.1), which will be a Liapounov Function for the stability of the 
equilibrium of ( 1.1 ), iff 
lim I(x,)>O and 
x+0+ 
lim l(x,)< +co. 
x-o+ 
The functions 6, 6, and C are defined in a convenient neighbourhood of 
the origin. In particular G(O; 0) = 1, 6(0; 0) = 0, and C(0; 0) =g(O). These 
functions may perhaps be discontinuous at the origin and at any point 
(x, a) of some orbits of I = - xf (x). They will be continuous at the origin 
(respectively in a neighbourhood of the origin) if, and only if, the function 
Z(x,) is continuous at 0 (respectively in a right neighbourhood of 0). 
We can see that, if lim,,,,+ 1(x0) = g(O), then the first integral above is 
a Liapounov function for the stability of the equilibrium of (1.1). 
In [ 11, the authors have proved the following theorems, which are 
particular cases of the above statement: 
(a) If there exists 6 > 0 such that y, (t; x0) and y2(t; x0) are z(xo)- 
periodic Vx,, 0 <x0 < 6, then the origin of (1.1) is stable. 
(b) If 4g(O) #n2f(O), Vn EN, then the origin of (1.1) is stable. 
The proofs of these theorems were done through the aforementioned first 
integral. In both cases the function 1(x,) is continuous in a right 
neighbourhood of the origin. 
The authors are presently working in explicit criteria for the behaviour 
of Z(x,), in a right neighbourhood of the .origin. 
2. A FIRST INTEGRAL FOR THE FAMILY (1.2) 
Searching solutions of (1.2) 
Y~t~~o~=~,~~o~Y,~t;~,~+C~(Xo)y*(t;Xo), (see( 1.3)) 
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such that 
Y(f + Go ); x0 I= PY(C x0 1, 
we find the system 
CY,(~(xo);~o)-Pl ~~~~o~+Y2~~~~o~;~o~~~~~o~=~~ 
I;1(~(xo);xo)c1(xo)+ cYIwo);~o)-Pl c,(xo)=O 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
and the characteristic equation 
p* - 2y, ($x0); x0) p + 1 = 0. 
We will consider three cases: 
(I) Suppose x0 is such that y,(z(x,); x0) ~0. 
Let us fix c1 (x0) = 1. Then, the corresponding solutions of (1.2) satisfying 
(2.1) are 
~,(r;xo)~y,(~;xo)+Jy:(~(xo)~xo)-* 
Y2 (Go 1; x0 1 Y2(C x0) 
and 
‘p2(E;xo)~y,(~;xo)--“ly:(~(x~)~xo)-1 
Y2 (eo); x0 1 Y2(C X0)> 
which will be complex iff y:(z(x,); x0) < 1. 
Therefore 
and 
are first integral for (1.2) as well as their product, 
~(t;xo;y;~)=a(t;x,)~2+b(t;xo)y~+c(t;xo)~2, 
where 
4t; x0) = cP,(c x0) (P2ct; x0) 
b(t; x0) = --ci(t; x0) 
~(~;~,)=~,(~;~,)~,(t;x,)=a(t;x,)g(x,)+ii(t;x,)/2. 
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Since p,(x0)p2(x0)= 1, a(t; x0) is r(x,)-periodic, as well as b(t;x,) and 
4c x0). 
We remark that in this case (I), 
~(~;xo)=~:(t;xo)+~(x,)y:(~;x,) 
c(t;xo)=~:(~;xo)+~(x,)l;:(~;x,) 
a(t; x0) c(t; x0) -P(t; x,)/4 = Z(xo), 
(2.3) 
where 
4x0) = 
1 -Y:wo); x0)) 
v:wo); x0)) 
= ~J+l~zxoo~ x0)) 
Y*(eo); x0)) 
(see (1.4)). 
(II) Suppose that x0 is such that 
Y*~~~~0~~~0~=~=~,~~~~0~~~0~ (co-existence cases). 
In these cases the system (2.2) is inderterminated. 
The functions 
(y,(t;xo));-J’,(t;xo)Y)2 and 4xoKY*(f; Xo).F-32(C xoM2 
(see (1.4)) 
are first integral for (1.2), as well as their sum, 
V(t;x,;y;~)=a(t;x,)~2+b(t;x,)y~+c(t;x,)~2, 
where 
~(~~xo)=~:(~~xo)+~(xo)y:(~;xo), 
b(t; x0) = -ci(t; x0), 
c(~;Xo)=)i:(~;Xo)+~(Xo)3:(t;xo), 
are $x,)-periodic (even if y, (t; x0) and y2(t; x0) are 2z(x,)-periodic) and 
4x0) = g(xo 1. 
Remark. Let Si, be the set 
{x,~RIO~xo~1,,y,(r(xo);x~)=3~(~(~o);x,)=O). 
For each x0 E Sri we have to choose 1(x,). We have used, for that, the 
function g. However, we would use any function h (even discontinuous) 
satisfying: 
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(a) O<h(x,)< +co, 
(b) O~S~~\{O)~lim,,,+hl,,,>Oandlim,,,,+hI,,,<+co. 
(III) Suppose x0 is such that y,(r(x,); x,,) = 0 and ,$i (r(xO); x0) # 0. 
In these cases the function 
V(t;x,;y;);)=a(t;x,)1;*+b(t;xo)y~+c(?;x~)y2 
is a first integral for (1.2), where 
4c x0) =.m; x0), 
b(t; x0) = --Li(t; x0), 
ccc x0) =4’:0; x0), 
are r(x,)-periodic functions (even if y2(t; x,,) is 2r(x,)-periodic). 
By (I), (II), and (III), we can conclude that the family (1.2) admits a t(x,,)- 
periodic first integral, 
V(t;x,;y;~)=a(t;x,)~*+b(t;x,)yl;+c(t;x,)y2, 
defined, in particular, in the set 
{(~;x,)ER*~~~~~T(x,,),~~x~<X,,}XR*. 
(2.4) 
3. A FIRST INTEGRAL FOR THE SYSTEM (1,l) 
Let 6,O < 6 < X0 and r( t; x0 ) = (x( t; x,); x( t; x,,)) defined in 
A={(~,~,)ER~~O~~~Z(X~),O<X~<~}, 
where we identify (0; x0) with (r(xO); x0) 
The image set T(A ) is 
B= {(x;i)~R~~(0;O)#(~;i)~y), 
where y is the interior of the set enclosed by the orbit through (6; 0). The 
map r is bijective and C’. 
The derivative with respect o x0, of 
shows that det Y(r(t; x0)) = xof(xo) > 0. Thus r is a C*-diffeo. 
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The function 
i.e., 
v= V0T-l (see(2.4)) 
i 
if (x; n) # (0; 0), 
I;’ + g(O) Y2 if (x; a) = (0; 0), 
qx; i; y; j) = i(x; i) 3’ + 6(x; i) yj + C(x; i) y2, 
is defined in (B u ((0; 0) > ) x R2 and is a first integral for ( 1.1). 
(3.1) 
4. LEMMA 
LEMMA. If lim,,,+I(x,)=l>O and limxo+,,+l(x,,)= L< +co then 
there exists real numbers 6 > 0, c1> 0, and /? > u such that 
P(Y+g(OV)> v(t;x,;Y;lj)>u(li2+g(O)y*) (see (2.4)) 
V(t;x,;Y;j)EAx(R2\{(0;O)}), where 
A= {(t;x,)ER210dt6z(xo), O<x,<6}. 
Proof. Let us fix E > 0 such that 1- E > 0. So there exists 6 > 0 such that 
Z-&<l(Xg)<L+E, vx,,o<x,<ix 
Let us find 2 in such a way that the quadratic form 
V-W2+g(0)y2)=(a-i)j2+byj+(c-g(O)A)y’ 
is positive definite in A, i.e., 
a-A.>O, 
where 
D = (a - l)(c -g(O) A) - b2/4 
=g(0)A2-(g(O)a+c)I+ac-b2/4>0, 
The discriminant of D is 
A = (g(0) a + c)’ - g(0)(4ac - b*) = (g(0) a - c)* + g(0) b2 2 0. 
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So the roots 1, and 1, of D are real, say 1,~ &. Moreover 2, and i, are 
positive, since 
4ac - b2 Z(x,) 1,122=-=- 
4g(O) g(O) 
>o (see (2.3)) 
and 
A, +A,=a+(->o. 
g(O) 
We have 
where m, is the minimum of the function yt + (I- E) yi in the compact set 
K and M, the maximum of the function yf + (L + E) yz in the same set. 
Analogously 
M >~:+(~+E)~:>c>i:+(~-&)35>, >. 
2/ 
g(O) ‘g(O)’ g(O) ’ * . 
So, we have 
M,+M,>A,+&, M*+M,>& 
and 
A,> 4x0 1 
I-E 
g(O)W, + M2 1’ g(OW, + M2 1 
> 0, 
in the set A. 
Let us pick DL > 0, OL <min(m,; (1-s)/g(O)(M, + M2)) and so, 
I’-- a(j-+g(O) y2) is positive definite in A. 
Similarly, if we choose /l> M, + M,, V- b(j2 + g(0) y2) is negative 
definite in A and we are done. 1 
Remark. If we choose CI < 1 < B, 
B(I”+do)Y2)> ~(t;xo;Y;3)>a(J;2+g(0)y2) 
holds in A” x (R2\ (0; O}), where 
A"={(t;x&R2~0,<tdt(x0),0~x0<6}. 
SO (see (3.1)), we have the following inequalities: 
8(3’ + g(O) Y’) 3 m i; y; 3) 2 cr(j2 + g(0) y’), 
b'(~;i;y;j)~(Bu{(O;O)})xR~. 
(4.1) 
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5. THEOREM 
THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of the 
solution x=O,i=O, y=O,‘j=O of (1.1) is 
h Z(x,)=l>O and - 
q-to+ 
hm l(x,)=L< +co. 
x0+0+ 
(a) Sufficiency. Consider the function 
E(x;i;y;j)= P(~;i;y;3)+%+1~~(:)dS (see (3.1)). 
0 
We have, by (4.1), 
5+IxCf(5)dS+P(~2+n(0)~2) 
0 
>E(x:i:y:j)d.(l”+g(O)y*)+;+~~Q-(C)dS. (5.1) 
Then, E > 0, E = 0 o (x; f; y; j) = (0; 0; 0; 0). Moreover 8= 0. By the 
inequalities (5.1), E is continuous at (x; x-; 0; 0); in particular at (0; 0; 0; 0). 
So, the second inequality (5.1) shows that E is a Liapounov Function for 
the stability. 1 
(b) Necessity. Let us consider the case l&,,,o+ /(x0) = 0. 
The property in the introduction shows that, for the stability of the 
origin, it is necessary that 36,O < 6 <X0, such that 
vxo, 
So we may consider only 
l(x,J L 0. 
So, for i large enough, 
O<x,<6=-O<l(x,)< +co. 
the case where Ix,! L 0, 0 <x0, < 6, such that 
4x0,) = 1 -Y:wo,); XOJ 
Y:woJ x0,) ’ 
lim yT(r(xo,); x0,) = 1 and the x0,-section has no z(xoI)-periodic, nor 2$x0,)- 
periodic solution. 
For each x0,, let y(t; x0,) be the solution of the x0,-section, with 
y(O;x,,)=y, and )‘(O;x,,)=j,. Let T the flow related to [O; 5(x0,)], i.e., 
T is a linear transformation with matrix 
( 
Yl(ao,); x0,) Y2(7bo,); x0,) 
3, (Go, ); x0,) Yl (eo,); x0,) > 
and with eigenvalues p, and p2. 
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Remark that T is also the flow related to [nt(x,,); (n + 1) z(xo,)], Vn E N. 
Look at the orbit 
of (y,; Ji,) and suppose that this point belongs to the ellipse 
$2 + 4x0,) Y2 = 4x0,), 
which is invariant under T. 
By Denjoy’s Theorem, either each orbit is dense (in the ellipse) or there 
is a n-periodic orbit. 
In the dense case the instability is trivial. If there exists a periodic orbit 
then n 2 3 and each orbit is n-periodic. In this case call A = (1; 0) the vertex 
and B = (0; b) the pole of the ellipse j’ + 1(x,,) y2 = I(x,). 
Let A,, A,, and A, be three (pairwise distinct) points of the vertex orbit 
(n23). 
At least one of the three disjoint arcs, say A, A,, countains no pole. 
However, it countains a point, say B,, of the orbit of the pole. 
Suppose that (A,161A21, then lAII<jB,l. 
We have (IBI/IA,I)x(lA,/IAl)=b (recall that A=(l;O) and 
B=(O;b)) and so ~I~III~,I~~(l~,I/I~l)6~. 
Therefore, at least one of the fractions above is smaller than ,/%( L 0). 
So (since the fraction is the ratio between norms of points of the same 
orbit) we have instability. 
The case lim,,, j o+ Z(xo) = + CC is proved analogously. m 
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